Laser Fiber and Flexible Ureterorenoscopy: The Safety Distance Concept.
The costs of flexible ureterorenoscopes (fURSs) and their repair oblige the surgeon to know the proper handling of instruments. There is a lack of evidence in the literature about the safety distance that the laser fiber should have once out from the ureterorenoscope to avoid instrumental damages. We performed an in vitro observational study. Seven fURSs were tested. The distance from the laser fiber tip and the fURS camera was measured at the first appearance on the endoscopic screen and when the fiber was reaching one-fourth of the screen. Second, to evaluate the impact of the holmium laser bubble according to different fiber distances, an assessment of the size and shape of the bubble created at the tip of the fiber with the laser activated was done, recording the images with a high-speed camera. The first appearance on the screen of the laser tip is different in different ureterorenoscopes. In all the ureterorenoscopes, we observed that when the laser fiber was at ¼ of the screen, the bubble was never touching the fURS tip. Even if there is a big limitation of this study due to the impossibility to measure and to evaluate the damage of the fURS tip surface, we observed that when the laser fiber tip reaches ¼ of the screen, the bubble generated by laser activation is never rebounding on the camera of the ureterorenoscope, preserving it from laser damages. We can define this position as the safety distance.